www.atxsaferstreets.org

WHO WE ARE:
On March 24, 2014 Sara LeVine began an online petition at Change.org to address Austin’s poor choices
for late night transportation. The petition gained traction quickly; 3463 taxpayers added their signatures
by the time of this printing and offered comments in two short weeks. The petition was featured several
times in local news and soon went viral. When Butch Dowdy and Joseph Boyle volunteered their time
ATX Safer Streets was born, and we offer the petition, comments and proposals for the Council’s
consideration. These 3463 voices come to you as parents, bartenders, street merchants, business
owners, pedicabbers, students, voters, drunk driving victims and perpetrators alike all asking the same
thing: keep our streets safe and accommodate our rapidly expanding night life by better utilizing the
City’s existing infrastructure.
The full list of signatures is available as a 110 page PDF on our website. We also have the comments
and petition up for anyone interested to browse.

OUR MISSION STATEMENT:
ATX Safer Streets advocates a better bus, train, and taxi system in Austin. We believe that a better
transit structure is the key to reducing drunk drivers on the roads, as well as traffic congestion. We are
asking the city to provide:
1.) More busses, running later, to more parts of the city.
2.) Changes to Cap Metro that will allow the trains to run later on weekends.
3.) More taxis, especially on late nights, weekends and special events.
4.) Legalization of peer to peer driver programs such as Uber and Lyft as competition for the taxi
companies.
5.) Reduction or elimination of penalties for people who choose to leave their car downtown overnight to
get a sober ride home.
We do not condone drunk driving; we advocate more choices for people who have been drinking so that
they can make responsible decisions.
We believe that people are personally responsible for their actions and should be held accountable for
those actions; we also believe that most people will make the right decision when given options. We are
advocating more options; we are not advocating abandonment of personal responsibility.
We do not believe our proposal will eliminate the drunk driving problem; we do believe that a better
transit system will save lives and improve quality of life for all of Austin.
We believe that improvements to the city's public transit infrastructure are desperately needed in order to
maintain Austin's continued growth. We believe that public transit improvements will help to reduce the
workload of APD and EMS and will create a safer city overall. We also believe that allowing more
competition into the transit marketplace is good for the consumer, the city, and private businesses and all
will ultimately profit from the changes we're proposing.

TRANSPORTATION NETWORK COMPANIES PROPOSAL:
We feel that a few simple changes to City codes could spark innovation and competition in Austin; but
most importantly it would alleviate the woes of citizens and tourists alike trying to find their way home.
We propose changes to codes that would allow the issuance of temporary permits for licensed taxi cab
drivers from other cities to operate in Austin during festivals and events deemed large scale by the City.
We propose Peak Demand permits be issued during the hours of 6pm-3am Thursday through Monday
and during previously mentioned festivals and events, with a set percentage of cabs in each company
required to provide service to Peak Demand areas.
We ask the City to clarify their “Response to dispatched service requests” code to a set distance instead
of the vague lettering of “within a reasonable distance”.
We would greatly encourage the issuance of more permits for all hours and days. With a permit to
citizen ratio of approximately 1:2528 we are in desperate need of additional cabs.
We are in favor of better utilization of existing downtown taxi zones as cab stands/staging areas where
people know they can find a vacant taxi.
We propose changes to codes that would allow Peer to Peer transportation companies such as Uber, Lyft,
SideCar and others to operate legally in the city as long as they carry corporate insurance comparable to
what taxi franchises carry, do complete background and driving checks on each driver and purchase
permits from the City. With each permit costing the same as taxi permits, this could generate
considerable income for the City. We also suggest they also abide by rate caps with surge pricing made
illegal. The state of California recently legalized P2P companies with these regulations[1]:
The CPUC established 28 rules and regulations for TNCs. The rules include the requirements that TNCs
must: Obtain a license from the CPUC to operate in California; Require each driver to undergo a criminal
background check; Establish a driver training program; Implement a zero-tolerance policy on drugs and
alcohol; Hold a commercial liability insurance policy that is more stringent than the CPUC’s current
requirement for limousines, requiring a minimum of $1 million per-incident coverage for incidents involving
TNC vehicles and drivers in transit to or during a TNC trip, regardless of whether personal insurance allows
for coverage; and, Conduct a 19-point car inspection.

[1][http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M077/K132/77132276.PDF]

CAP METRO PROPOSAL:
We propose expanded late night and 24 hour bus routes throughout all of Austin based from the
downtown entertainment district. This would alleviate the overcrowding on the last Night Owl busses
that frequently happens under the current system. 24 hour schedules would allow bar staff and workers
with unusual schedules the option of taking public transportation to and from work; reducing traffic and
parking issues. Please see our attached proposal map, put together expertly by Lisa Roebuck.
We propose a greater emphasis be placed on ensuring the busses stay on schedule.
We would like to see Metro Rail greatly expanded, although we do recognize that is a long term goal.
For an example of a city with great success at implementing light rail: Portland, Oregon’s Tri-Met stands
out.
We would also like to see the city work to improve awareness of where the late night bus stops are and
where the bus routes go, through prominent signage throughout the downtown core.

PARKING PROPOSAL:
We feel there is a need for better explanation of overnight parking laws on the City’s website. Further
clarification of when cars need to be retrieved by the following morning would be tremendous.
Allow overnight parking on Friday and Saturday nights in the lots under i-35.
A public campaign to improve the public's knowledge of overnight parking places and regulations is sorely
needed. Many people do not know that they can leave their cars or are confused on what the regulations
pertaining to pickup are.
Require more parking garages/ lots to offer weekend overnight parking with fee caps. Many require
vehicles to be gone by 3am and many do not state what their policies are clearly to a passing vehicle
looking for a place to park. We’d like to see codes requiring clear signage be posted at all garages and
lots.

